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Reading is always a key focus within the Federation; we share a passion for reading with the 

children in each class by exploring picture books from Class R to Class 6 alongside high 

quality texts to enrich learning. We teach reading skills and fluency explicitly to provide 

children with the tools they need to be both avid readers and in order for them to access a 

broad and balanced curriculum.  

What does Reading look like in the classroom? 

Class story: each child is given the opportunity to accesses a high-quality, challenging novel which 

is read to them each day. Teachers model fluency when reading to the class and from this children 

should be asked questions orally to further develop their understanding. Aspects of the text are 

discussed with the children and used to model the development of inference and deduction skills. 

Fluency: children are given the opportunity to read aloud each day either as a group, whole class 

or individual. Teachers model fluent, expressive reading, correct and guide children and then allow 

an opportunity for children to re-read an extract more fluently. Interventions are put in place for those 

requiring extra support. Reading for meaning is developed with vocabulary tasks, using clues in the 

text and understanding the meaning of spelling patterns, prefixes and suffixes. 

Whole class and Group Guided reading: children are exposed to an extended whole class Guided 

Reading activity at least once per week to develop inference and deduction skills to form 

conclusions. Other areas of the curriculum should allow other skills to be developed in a meaningful 

way e.g. skimming and scanning for meaning, retrieval of facts and using a glossary and contents 

page effectively. These skills are taught, but this can be done with a curriculum purpose in mind. 

There should be an explicit focus on the following skills in whole class lessons: Decoding, 

Explaining, Retrieval of information; Interpreting (including making predictions); Choice 

(language, structure and presentation); Viewpoint (including history and culture if appropriate); 

Performance of poetry and scripts. 

Individual reading: children should be encouraged to engage in ‘silent’ reading regularly and where 

possible children should be heard to read by an adult on an individual basis to move learning 

forward. Picture books are analysed in lessons and should be explored at home too with children of 

all ages. Children follow the progression of the Oxford reading Tree scheme in Foundation and KS1. 

Supplementary Collins Big Cat books on a corresponding book band are also read to enrich the 

breadth of the children’s reading experience before they become a Free Reader. Collins Big Cat 

books can be accessed by children right up to Year 6.  

Extra sessions of individual reading are put in place in school to support those children who need it.  

 

 

 


